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In each political act there will be consequences for fellow humans. Many are not party based. In general, I 

believe that people change things; systems do not. Systems may be changed; people may be unchanged. 

The G7 meeting showed leadership styles vary. Successful ones include elements of respecting individuals, 

building teams and achieving tasks. I am more of a follower though not always guided by the same person for 

more than one element in life.  

A sect leader might find me unreliable, if I started to follow at all. Justice and opportunity are the issues that 

are common to many of my public activities. Next week I expect to consider the report by the Mile End 

Institute of Queen Mary University of London: “A Future Well and Fair: A Post-Covid Vision of the Welfare 

State”. 

It will be based on the principles: repositioning; reforming; reimagining; regulating and revitalising. Prosperity 

and social well-being need not be opposed. The authors will use the words of prosperity with social cohesion 

and social justice. I would agree with some of the recommendations. Welcome the economy’s C-19 bounce 

back, surprisingly better than expected - still uneven and watch out for inflation. 

Many creative and cultural people remain unfairly excluded from short-term support measures. The 

Chancellor and public officials did well using local authority teams and the universal credit system to pass out 

job and business-saving grants and loans. On Tuesday I was speaking up for travel agents, including those 

serving business flyers. There are many many other fields.  

When the C-19 battle is a bitter memory, we shall need to remain alert while turning to a range of vital 

subjects. As coastal communities, we shall support the local authority in the kelp forest initiative in our near 

seas. As consumers, we will want to live in ways that are kinder to farmed animals.  

Four Paws, the charity, proposes a well-rounded approach to achieve a better world for all beings. They 

propose ending mega-farms, targets to reduce consumption of animal products, sourcing these products from 

higher welfare conditions, helping the food industry to expand the range of plant-based options, ending the 

sales of the cruellest products and opting for higher welfare where animal products are used while steadily 

reducing their use. 

This week includes Sussex Day, on St Richard’s birthday. West Sussex MPs hold the flag and sing or hum the 

chorus for Sussex by the Sea. I was looking south from Ferring on a lovely morning. 

Welcome constituency visits included the Guildbourne centre resurrection by the Jubilee church with Dan 

Humphreys, leader of Worthing Borough Council. Their enterprise will draw in people, helping the town centre 

initiatives.  

With Joe Osborne of East Preston, I admired the advanced safety work at Jankel Engineering in Rustington, 

done with technical skill by local people.  

As a bonus, I went to the Orchards school in the middle of the constituency to admire all that is achieved by 

pupils, parents, staff and governors smiling together. Good leadership and great results. 

My concluding thoughts are about waste reduction, collection and recycling. A world without plastic could 

increase global warming. Let us agree standards: all plastic packaging should be collected, helping to develop 

markets for recycled material. We need to work together to create a circular economy for plastics, as close to 

markets as possible.  

Central government can help guide what some have named ‘binstructure’, appropriate disposal options for 

people away from home. Shipping and fishing need to minimise waste with recycling of fishing gear. These 

issues are not the ones that capture the cameras in the House of Commons. They matter just the same. 

 


